
Solut ions that  St ick
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spray-applied adhesives for flooring and walls
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spray-lock
about

Spray-Lock's mission is to develop and promote superior adhesives 
that reduce adhesive consumption by 80%, while saving the industry 
time and money.

For over 25 years, Spray-Lock Premium Eco Adhesives has been 
producing products that deliver occupational safety and health 
benefits to installers, clients, and the overall environment.

We are more than adhesives; we are Solutions that StickTM.  
By using Spray-Lock Premium Eco Adhesives for your floor and wall 
installations you'll get solutions:  

Distributors Interested in becoming a Spray-Lock 
adhesives distributor? Ask us how!

Superior Moisture  
& pH Tolerance

Quality 
Tech Support

Excellent  
Warranties

Time-saving 
Technology

Environmentally 
Responsible
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Spray-Lock commences direct adhesives sales in the E.U. and the U.K.2020

timeline
company

Spray-Lock Premium Eco Adhesives technology 
first enters the marketplace. 1997

Mohawk begins using Spray-Lock adhesives to install carpet tile.2000

Walmart's 300 million square foot program specifies use  
of Spray-Lock Platinum 6500 adhesive in LVT application.2004

Spray-Lock begins private labeling for multiple flooring manufacturers.2006

Spray-Lock expands to flooring companies in Australia,  
New Zealand, the United Kingdom, Japan, and Germany.2007

Spray-Lock begins selling direct.2008

Spray-Lock becomes ISO certified.2009

Spray-Lock begins national distribution.2011

Spray-Lock celebrates 25 years in business!2022

Spray-Lock launches its new innovative consumer product, RugLock.2014

Spray-Lock adhesives are now used in more than 19 countries and 
represented by distribution throughout the United States.2017

Spray-Lock is awarded a patent for RugLock.2018

Spray-Lock introduces the Total20 System, its 20-year warranty.2019

ISO
9001:2015
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performance
Spray-Lock, Inc. manufactures a revolutionary line of Premium Eco Adhesives. 
Using the world’s most advanced and earth-friendly adhesive technology, Spray-
Lock adhesives are formulated to outperform traditional (trowel) adhesives in 
floor and wall applications.

=40 lb

860 ft2

Potential knee and back injuries can be 
avoided by using Spray-Lock adhesives! 
Each product is packaged in lightweight, 
recyclable aluminum cans, and when 
compared to a typical bucket of traditional 
trowel-applied adhesive, they are a real 
joint saver. Coverage from just a few cans 
of Spray-Lock is guaranteed to equal or 
exceed the coverage provided by a much 
heavier bucket of trowel adhesive.

8.25 lb

1,000 ft2

Spray-Lock 3500 for sheet goods 
allows rolling hospital beds  
and equipment to be placed in rooms 
as soon as new flooring is laid!

ALL ADHESIVES ARE WATER-BASED

3 YEAR SHELF LIFE FOR MOST 
ADHESIVES; OPENED OR UNOPENED

0.0 g/mL VOC CONTENT; LESS THAN ½  
THE VOC CONTENT OF A CRANBERRY!

EXCEPTIONAL SHEAR STRENGTH

EXCELLENT FOR USE IN OCCUPIED 
SPACES; NO NEED TO SHUT DOWN HVAC
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highlights
3500 
4500
6500
6500 Platinum
9500
9500 Platinum
FRP Adhesive
Wall Tile Adhesive

IMMEDIATE ACCESS TO ALL 
TRAFFIC
Instant shear strength allows all variations of traffic 
immediately upon installation, (even heavy rolling 
loads!) keeping your project moving forward.

EXTENDED WORKING TIME
Save time by completing larger areas at once rather 
than in phases with 2-4 hour working times.

HEAT WELD IMMEDIATELY
Avoid the 24-hour delay of conventional adhesives. 
With Spray-Lock, once you've rolled the floor you  
can heat weld it!

ELIMINATE TROWEL MARKS
Trowels and the unsightly marks they can cause 
are eliminated by using Spray-Lock spray-applied 
adhesives.

ELIMINATE INDENTATIONS & 
TELEGRAPHING
The low-profile nature of Spray-Lock products  
uses 80% less adhesive, providing a direct bond to 
the substrate.

NO HARMFUL CHEMICALS OR 
OFFENSIVE ODORS
Can be used in occupied spaces with 0.0 g/mL VOC 
formulas that lead the industry in indoor air quality 
and performance. 

PREVENT WORK-RELATED  
INJURIES
Increase productivity and reduce career-shortening 
injuries with easy, standing applications that keep 
installers off their knees.

ECO-FRIENDLY FORMULAS
Spray-Lock's water-based technology is certified by 
FloorScore® and CRITM Green Label Plus®.

HIGH MOISTURE & pH TOLERANCE
Be prepared for anything with an adhesive that can 
withstand up to 99% RH, 10 lbs MVER, and 12 pH.

QUICK & EASY WALL APPLICATIONS
Spray-Lock FRP and Wall Tile adhesives are the 
answer to messy, cumbersome traditional methods.
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proven
industry

Saving time and money aren't the only reasons installers are 
making the switch to Spray-Lock adhesives

With proven compatibility in a variety of applications, Spray-
Lock products provide the flexibility needed to maximize 
project efficiency. This versatility has developed a loyal 
customer base of retailers throughout North America. 

Below is a selection of well-known industry leaders that have 
successfully made the switch to Spray-Lock.

TM
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Fast-track construction has become the standard in the 
commercial and retail building process. Spray-Lock adhesives 
make it easy to keep pace by allowing all traffic immediately 
after installation. The instant shear strength of the flooring 
adhesives can tolerate heavy weight-bearing loads without 
any indentation or displacement. Immediately upon installation, 
floors can be waxed and finished, and clothing racks or displays 
can be replaced. The low-odor formulas allow retailers to 
remain open to customers during installation.

Expedite your installation of wall protection panels with Spray-
Lock FRP Adhesive, the world's fastest and most productive 
commercial wall adhesive! 

retail &

Proven time savings across the U.S. and around the world

Spray-Lock has been an invaluable partner over the 
past several years, helping us provide the cost effective 
solutions for high-moisture and high-pH slabs to our 
customers across the country. 
Beyond that, their service and responsiveness have 
always been outstanding, which is extremely important 
with fast-track construction schedules, enabling us to...
exceed our customer's expectations."

— Joe Dovenmuehle, vp strategic accounts 
Inside Edge Commercial Interior Services

ACCELERATE YOUR BUILDING SCHEDULE

ALLOW ALL TRAFFIC IMMEDIATELY,  
CONSUMER OR TRADE TRAFFIC

CAN BE USED IN OCCUPIED STORES

NO OFFENSIVE ODORS

WAX AND FINISH FLOORING IMMEDIATELY

for use with
LVT/LVP — 6500

Carpet Tile — 6500
VCT — 9500

Wall Panels — FRP

standard grade
98% RH

8 lbs MVER
11 pH

platinum grade
99% RH

10 lbs MVER
12 pH

commercial

Spray-Lock FRP  
Adhesive works 
with FRP, NRP, wall 
protection panels,  
LVT on walls, and more!

Turn to pages 10 & 29 
for further info.
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frp& wall 
protection panels
Spray-Lock FRP Adhesive is the fastest-working adhesive 
for FRP and wall protection panels

When you think of Spray-Lock, what do you picture? Probably 
flooring adhesives for carpet tile, LVT, LVP, VCT, ESD, and sheet 
goods. What about FRP and wall protection panels? Spray-Lock 
FRP Adhesive is the FASTEST-GROWING adhesive in the lineup 
of products and with good reason!
Having turned the traditional trowel-based adhesives on their 
lids when it comes to productivity, Spray-Lock FRP Adhesive  
is the only wall protection adhesive that offers ALL DAY working 
time. Streamline your install by eliminating the slow and messy 
process of troweling glue onto individual panels, which can cause 
breakage under the excess weight. Simply spray the wall directly 
with FRP Adhesive and install your panels! 
With an infield production increase of up to 50% more panels 
installed using Spray-Lock FRP Adhesive, don’t you think it’s time 
for you to kick the bucket? 

FRP ADHESIVE HAS A WORKING TIME OF UP TO 8 HOURS; 
THE LONGEST ON THE MARKET!

SPRAY THE WALL FIRST, THEN PUT UP PANELS

WORKS OVER POROUS AND NON-POROUS SUBSTRATES

OVER 26 MILLION FT2 OF SUCCESSFUL INSTALLS 
NATIONWIDE WITH FRP ADHESIVE

A single 22 oz can of 
FRP Adhesive will  
cover up to 70 ft2, or  
the equivalent of two 
8'x4' sheets of material!

Material will adhere flush to 
nearly ALL smooth, flat, and clean 
substrates, both porous & non-porous.
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Flooring installations in healthcare facilities face a number of 
challenges. From relocating patients to trying to maintain 
profitable occupancy, they are an expensive undertaking. 
Spray-Lock adhesives can actually save a facility two billable 
days in occupied settings! 
Rather than the 48-72 hour delay of epoxies, Spray-Lock 
installations are ready for heat welding, hospital bed traffic, 
and room occupancy the minute the installs are completed.
The unique, low odor, 0.0 g/mL VOC formulas save customers 
the costs of wing closures and installers the headache of 
specialized ventilation.

Spray-Lock isn't only for floors. There are also solutions for walls! 
With an all-day working time of up to 8 hours, speed up 
installations of wall protection panels, FRP, NRP, LVT on walls, 
and more by up to 50%! Read all about it on pages 10 and 29.

Millions of square feet of proven healthcare flooring solutions

HEAT WELD SHEET VINYL IMMEDIATELY

NO ADHESIVE INDENTATION OR DISPLACEMENT

NO NEED FOR EPOXY UNDERNEATH FOOTPRINT 
OF HOSPITAL BEDS

ALLOWS FOR ALL ROLLING LOADS IMMEDIATELY

FOR USE IN NEW CONSTRUCTION AND REMODELS

for use with
Sheet Vinyl — 3500

Rubber Flooring — 4500
LVT/LVP — 6500

Carpet Tile — 6500
VCT — 9500

Wall Panels — FRP

standard grade
98% RH

8 lbs MVER
11 pH

platinum grade
99% RH

10 lbs MVER
12 pH

healthcare

Substrate

Flooring

Spray-Lock Adhesive

Weighted Roller

Flooring

Trowel Adhesive

Unlike traditional trowel 
glues, Spray-Lock adhesives 
bond flooring directly to  
the substrate with a 
minimal profile, preventing 
any adhesive indentation.
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hospitality
Innovative solutions for fast-track remodels and refreshes

Time is money during a remodel, and no 
one saves you more of both than Spray-
Lock. Even the best-laid plans can get 
bogged down by unfortunate mix-ups with 
schedules, ruining your guests' experiences. 
When time is of the essence, turn to Spray-
Lock adhesives which allow quick turnaround  
times without loss of quality.
The low odor, 0.0 g/mL VOC content 
formulas are safe to use in occupied spaces 
and around guests. Although areas may 
still need to be sectioned off while work is completed, the 
fact remains that hours (even days!) will be saved due to the 
instant shear strength of Spray-Lock adhesives which allow 
immediate use of the area once the installation is complete.

Within the hospitality 
sector, Spray-Lock 

adhesives allow for 
quick remodels without 
diminishing the overall 

guest experience.

Need a quick refresh on an 
existing conference or hotel 
room? You can use Spray-Lock 
FRP Adhesive (p.29) to create a 
feature wall of wood-look LVT.

Simply spray, set, then stand back 
to enjoy the view!

FRP Adhesive works with FRP, 
NRP, wall protection panels,  
LVT on walls, and more!

for use with
LVT/LVP — 6500
Carpet Tile — 6500
VCT — 9500
Wall Panels — FRP

standard grade
98% RH
8 lbs MVER
11 pH

platinum grade
99% RH
10 lbs MVER
12 pH

FASTEST ADHESIVE FOR INSTALLS AND REPAIRS

NO OFFENSIVE ODORS

ALLOWS FOR IMMEDIATE USE OF SPACE

SOLUTIONS FOR FLOOR AND WALL INSTALLATIONS
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schedules
The fastest working floor and wall adhesives on Earth

When deadlines are looming and making up for lost time is a 
top priority, you need the assurance that those projects will 
be completed as promised without compromising your budget.
Look no further than Spray-Lock: the only brand to offer the 
fastest working floor and wall adhesives on the planet!

Time equals money, so get the job done right the first time with 
Spray-Lock Premium Eco Adhesives.

ALLOWS ALL TRAFFIC AND ROLLING LOADS 
IMMEDIATELY AFTER INSTALLATION

HEAT WELD SHEET VINYL IMMEDIATELY AFTER 
INSTALLATION; NO WAIT TIME!

ELIMINATES ADHESIVE INDENTATION AND 
DISPLACEMENT FROM HEAVY ROLLING LOADS

ALLOWS IMMEDIATE INITIAL WAX AND FINISHING

APPLIES AND TACKS UP FASTER WITH LONG 
WORKING TIMES

PACKAGED IN RECYCLABLE ALUMINUM CANS  
TO ELIMINATE LANDFILL WASTE BY 100%

REDUCES THE AMOUNT OF MATERIAL NEEDED 
TO BE SHIPPED, STORED, AND HANDLED

spray-lock 
floor adhesive

trowel-on 
competition

vs

2/3 pallet of 100 cases = 600 cans
total weight to ship: 1,100 lb

empty cans are recycled

3 pallets of 117 pails (4 gal/ea)
total weight to ship: 4,212 lb

empty pails go to landfill

project area 100,000 ft 2Installation example:
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Spray-Lock 3500 is designed for the 
unique needs of sheet goods installations. 

As opposed to traditional trowel adhesives, 
which take an average of 48-72 hours to 
cure, the use of 3500 allows for immediate 
heat welding and full floor access as soon 
as installation is complete. This is the ideal 
product for healthcare facilities.

3500 eliminates the need to shut down 
the HVAC or use fans to exhaust fumes 
from the building during a remodel or 
while the space is occupied.

sku: sl-��00-22-ud

for use with
Sheet Goods

warrantied up to
98% RH

8 lbs MVER
11 pH

coverage rates

150-185 ft2 
(14-17.2 m2)

900-1,110 ft2 
(84-103.2 m2)

suitable substrates
Concrete

Fiberglass
Metal

Underlayment-grade 
Plywood

Because the hospital was opening so soon, we needed an 
adhesive that provided a short set up time and the ability to 
immediately roll in all equipment over the flooring.

With Spray-Lock, we were able to turn the floor back over to 
the hospital right away. Spray-Lock is the answer the flooring 
industry has been looking for over the past few years.  
They helped us do the impossible."

— Colleen DeFilippo,  
Former president of Spectra Pittsburgh  
speaking on the Wheeling Hospital project

3500
KEEP HVAC CIRCULATING
3500 is formulated with 0.0 g/mL VOC content 
and no harsh or offensive fumes.

ALLOWS ROOM OCCUPANCY 
Hospital beds, surgical stations, and heavy 
carts can immediately be placed in rooms 
without fear of adhesive indentation.

REPLACES NEED FOR EPOXIES 
3500 is easy and quick to set, saving you days 
on installation!

HEAT WELD IMMEDIATELY
No need to wait after floor installation to  
heat weld seams.

See approved floor product 
list at spraylock.com
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Spray-Lock 4500 is a versatile spray 
adhesive naturally  suited for adhering 
approved rubber flooring in commercial  and 
residential applications. 

Installations of vulcanized virgin rubber 
flooring will benefit from the use of 4500. 
The adhesive's instant shear strength allows 
all traffic immediately, but won't cause any 
displacement or movement of finished 
flooring caused by heavy weight-bearing 
items.

Patrons and employees won't have difficulty 
breathing due to any strong application 
odors because 4500 is a 0.0 g/mL VOC 
product. It allows occupation of the space 
as soon  as installation is complete. 

sku: sl-��00-22-ud

for use with
Rubber Flooring

warrantied up to
98% RH

8 lbs MVER
11 pH

coverage rates

100-125 ft2 
(9.2-11.6 m2)

600-750 ft2 
(55.2-69.6 m2)

suitable substrates
Concrete

Existing VCT
Fiberglass

Metal
Underlayment-grade 

Plywood

4500
2-HOUR WORKING TIME  
Excellent working time allows flooring to 
be installed right after adhesive tack.

BREATHE EASY 
4500 is formulated with 0.0 g/mL VOC content 
and no harsh or offensive fumes.

INSTANT SHEAR STRENGTH 
Won't cause displacement or movement  
of finished flooring.

See approved floor product 
list at spraylock.com
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Spray-Lock 6500 is designed for use with 
luxury vinyl tile (LVT), luxury vinyl plank 
(LVP), and carpet tile & pad. 

LVT/LVP is quickly becoming the fastest 
growing flooring option in both commercial 
and residential installations due to its low 
cost, durability, and variety of designs. 6500 
increases those benefits by reducing overall 
cost per square foot and keeping projects 
ahead of schedule by allowing immediate 
traffic. 

Some national retailers have been able to 
reduce their construction schedule solely 
based on the benefits and productivity of 
6500.

sku: sl-��00-22-ud

for use with
LVT
LVP

Carpet Tile
Carpet Pad

warrantied up to
98% RH

8 lbs MVER
11 pH

coverage rates

150-185 ft2 
(14-17.2 m2)

900-1,110 ft2 
(84-103.2 m2)

suitable substrates
Concrete

Fiberglass
Metal

Underlayment-grade 
Plywood

6500
IMMEDIATE ACCESS  
Spray, set, go! No need to wait long 
periods of time before using the floor.

BREATHE EASY 
6500 is formulated with 0.0 g/mL VOC content 
and no harsh or offensive fumes.

4-HOUR WORKING TIME  
Superior working time allows larger areas of 
flooring to be installed right after adhesive tack.

See approved floor product 
list at spraylock.com
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6500
platinum

Spray-Lock 6500 Platinum has been a game 
changer for over 15 years as a high-moisture 
and pH-tolerant adhesive for luxury vinyl 
planks and tiles (LVP/LVT).

6500 Platinum has taken one national 
account’s moisture failure rate of 23% down 
to less than 1% over a span of 300 million 
square feet. 

Whatever the cause for excessive moisture 
in concrete substrates, 6500 Platinum is a 
time-saving and reliable solution for fast-
track installations.

sku: sl-��00p-22-ud

for use with
LVT
LVP 

Approved Carpet Tile

warrantied up to
99% RH

10 lbs MVER
12 pH

coverage rates

100-125 ft2 
(9.3-11.6 m2)

600-750 ft2 
(55.8-69.6 m2)

suitable substrates
High-moisture 

Concrete

HIGH RH COVERAGE  
6500 Platinum is warrantied up to 99% RH.

NO SCHEDULE DELAYS 
Downtime caused by traditional moisture 
mitigation is eliminated.

IMMEDIATE ACCESS  
Spray, set, go! No need to wait before allowing 
foot and trade traffic use of finished floor. 

4-HOUR WORKING TIME  
Superior open working time allows larger areas 
of flooring to be installed right after tack.

See approved floor product 
list at spraylock.com
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Spray-Lock 9500 takes productivity to a 
new level for vinyl composite tile (VCT).  
It is 30% faster in adhesive application and 
has a much lower profile when compared to 
trowel adhesives.

A popular option for school cafeterias and 
other facilities with large footprints, 9500 
can be sprayed over areas quickly, saving 
time in an application that typically would 
take many hours. 

VCT is a popular commercial flooring option 
that is attractive and affordable. Installers 
can eliminate the costly process of waiting 
for adhesive to set up by relying on 9500’s 
short tack time and 2-hour working time. As 
soon as installation is complete, floors can 
be waxed, finished, and opened to all traffic. 

sku: sl-��00-22-ud

9500
for use with

VCT
Recycled Rubber

warrantied up to
98% RH

8 lbs MVER
11 pH

coverage rates 
for vct:

170-200 ft2 
(15.8-18.6 m2)

1,020-1,200 ft2 
(94.8-111.6 m2)

for recycled rubber:
100-125 ft2 
(9.2-11.6 m2)

600-750 ft2 
(55.2-69.6 m2)

suitable substrates
Concrete

Fiberglass
Metal

Underlayment-grade 
Plywood

WAX AND FINISH IMMEDIATELY 
You can wax the VCT floor as soon as  
the installation is complete!

BREATHE EASY 
9500 is formulated with 0.0 g/mL VOC content 
and no harsh or offensive fumes.

IMMEDIATE ACCESS  
Spray, set, go! No need to wait before allowing 
foot and trade traffic use of finished floor.

See approved floor product 
list at spraylock.com
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Spray-Lock 9500 Platinum is our warrantied 
solution for installing VCT in high-moisture 
environments. In addition to having Spray-
Lock's reliably short tack time and long 
working time, 9500 Platinum is the safe-
guard against failed VCT installations due 
to high-moisture issues. Additionally, 9500 
Platinum's low profile provides a moisture 
tolerant floor with a finish as smooth as the 
substrate. 

sku: sl-��00p-22-ud

9500
platinum

for use with
VCT

warrantied up to
99% RH

10 lbs MVER
12 pH

coverage rates

170-190 ft2 
(15.8-18.6 m2)

1,020-1,200 ft2 
(94.8-111.6 m2)

suitable substrates
High-moisture 

Concrete

IMMEDIATE ACCESS  
Spray, set, go! No need to wait for long 
periods of time before using the floor.

2-HOUR WORKING TIME  
Superior open working time allows larger areas 
of flooring to be installed right after tack.

WAX AND FINISH IMMEDIATELY 
You can wax the VCT floor as soon as  
the installation is complete!

NO SCHEDULE DELAYS 
Downtime caused by traditional moisture 
mitigation is eliminated.

See approved floor product 
list at spraylock.com
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ESD Flooring Systems, applied with ESD 1005, 
were tested according to ANSI/ESD S7.1 
yielding a rating of “very conductive.”
 At both Surface-to-Ground and Surface-to-
Surface testing, ESD 1005 rated at 1.0 x 105 or 
better in an environmental relative humidity of 
both 50% and 12%. 
When tested according to ANSI/ESD S20.20 
at RH of both 50% and 12%, ESD 1005 is in 
compliance with the standard when tested as 
a system with approved ESD vinyl tile and ESD 
carpet tile.

Te
st

 R
es

ul
ts

100,000

CONDUCTIVE RANGE

1,000,000

ESD
1005

25,000

25,000
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Spray-Lock ESD 1005 is engineered to 
enhance the floor's ability to bring static 
charges safely to ground. In fact, it is so 
advanced, ESD 1005 provides a safe path to 
ground while using 80% less adhesive. This 
allows for major time savings compared to 
traditional ESD epoxy adhesive applications.

ESD 1005 is recommended for electronic 
manufacturing, healthcare facilities, mission 
control, IT equipment and computer server 
rooms, with additional applications growing 
steadily.

sku: sl-esd-100�-22-ud

ESD1005
REQUIRES NO SEALERS

USES 80% LESS ADHESIVE THAN 
TRADITIONAL EPOXIES

BRINGS STATIC CHARGES SAFELY TO GROUND

DISSIPATIVE RANGE

10,000,000
100,000,000

1,000,000,000

for use with
ESD Vinyl Sheets

ESD Vinyl Tile
ESD Carpet Tile

warrantied up to
85% RH

7 lbs MVER
11 pH

coverage rates

100 ft2 
(9.3 m2)

600 ft2 
(55.8 m2)

suitable substrates
Concrete

Metal
Epoxy

Underlayment-grade 
Plywood

Existing ESD Vinyl Tile
Raised Access Panels
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spray-lock 
 frp adhesive

trowel-on 
competition

vs

1/2 pallet of 74 cases = 444 cans
total weight to ship: 814 lb

empty cans are recycled

3 1/2 pallets of 125 pails (3.5 gal/ea)
total weight to ship: 5,471 lb

empty pails go to landfill

project area 31,000 ft 2Installation example:
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FRP
adhesive

for use with
FRP
NRP

Wall Protection Panels
Plastic and

Composite Wall Panels
LVT on Walls

and more!

coverage rates

70 ft2 
(6.5 m2)

420 ft2 
(39 m2)

suitable substrates
porous

Plywood
Drywall

DensShield
Water-resistant  

Drywall 
and more!

non-porous
Metal
Steel
FRP
PVC

Paint
 Ceramic Tile

High Press Laminate 
and more!

Spray-Lock FRP Adhesive is the best option 
for installers looking for a lightweight spray 
adhesive with one of the longest working 
times on the market. Instead of constantly  
applying adhesive to the back of panels,  
installers can spray out the entire work area 
and focus on sheet installation once adhesive 
achieves tack. FRP's instant shear strength 
eliminates panels from sagging, thus saving 
valuable time. 

Offering a low profile that adheres to both 
porous and non-porous surfaces, FRP  
Adhesive is versatile for nearly all types 
of panels and substrates. Each aluminum 
can will cover up to 70 ft2 or two sheets of 
material (8'x4' panels).

sku: sl-frp-22

REDUCES INSTALLER FATIGUE
Lifting 40 lb less saves installers time  
and energy.

ALL DAY WORKING TIME  
With up to 8 hours of working time, large  
areas of the wall can be sprayed at once, 
efficiently giving installers expediency in 
application of panels.

INSTANT SHEAR STRENGTH 
Eliminates sagging, shifting, and bracing 
during installation. No need for mechanical 
anchors or propping panels.

CONSERVES MATERIALS
Three cans of FRP Adhesive, weighing a total  
of 5 lb, provide the same coverage as a 
3.5-gallon, 45-lb bucket of trowel-on adhesive.

See approved wall product 
list at spraylock.com

The fastest-working protective paneling adhesive on the market
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FASTER INSTALLATION 
Spray wall and set tile within minutes.

NO THINSET OR MASTIC  
IN GROUT LINES
Due to a thinner bed of adhesive, there is no 
buildup or bleed-through of thinset or mastic 
into grout lines, which is especially important 
for glass and stone tile.

ELIMINATES SAGGING AND  
TILE MOVEMENT
No need for ledgers! Once the adhesive has 
tacked up there is absolutely no slipping.

Spray-Lock Wall Tile Adhesive (WTA) is one 
of the most innovative developments in wall 
tile installations, cutting install time by over 
50%. 

Grouting can begin 1 hour after the applica-
tion, giving installers the flexibility to finish 
a backsplash or wall tile installation in only 
one day, rather than coming back 24 hours 
later to grout as required by traditional 
methods.

With WTA, there are no more sagging tiles 
or the need for a ledger board, shims, or 
spacers when working around a design, and 
tile can be installed over porous or non-
porous substrates. 

WTA is approved for use with individual tiles 
up to 6”x6” and all mosaic tiles on a backing. 
WTA was tested by The Tile Council of North 
America for use in shower applications.

sku: sl-wta-22

Wall Tile
adhesive

for use with
Glass

Mosaic
Porcelain
Ceramic

Marble
Granite

Travertine

coverage rates

40-50 ft2 
(3.7-4.6 m2)

240-300 ft2 
(22.2-27.6 m2)

suitable substrates
Metal
Glass

Hardie Board
Green Board

Plywood
Fiberglass

DensShield
Existing Wall Tile

Primed Sheetrock
Water-resistant 

Drywall
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RugLock is a permanent spray-on non-slip 
rug grip that firmly holds rugs in place on 
interior surfaces including hardwood, hard 
tiles, and vinyl flooring.

Compared to rug pads, RugLock costs less 
per square foot and can be used on any 
shape or size of rug without unsightly pads 
sticking out or raising the profile of the 
rug. RugLock is eco-friendly with 0.0 g/mL 
VOC content, water-based, and is made 
in the USA, making it the best option for 
environmentally conscious consumers. It is 
even safe for use around children and pets!

According to the National Safety Council, 
falls are the leading type of unintentional 
home-related injuries and deaths. With 
the introduction of RugLock, Spray-Lock 
has entered the consumer market with a 
real-world solution to a common household 
danger.

skus: rl-1�
rl-10

RUGLOCK

10 oz

16 oz

for use with
Area Rugs

coverage rates

50 ft2 
(4.6 m2)

30 ft2 
(2.8 m2)

suitable substrates
Hardwood Flooring

Hard Tiles
Vinyl Flooring

For more information, visit 
ruglock.com
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The following case studies excerpts show the reduced environmental impact of  
Spray-Lock adhesives versus traditional trowel-applied adhesives. 

WALMART 
300,000,000 ft2

By using Spray-Lock adhesives  
on 300 million ft2 of retail space 
over a span of 8 years, Walmart 
has realized a savings of:

MISSION HOSPITAL  
620,000 ft2 

By using Spray-Lock adhesives, 
Mission Hospital reduced its 
impact on the environment  
by the following amounts:

& savings
sustainability 

Mission Hospital's adhesive consumption reduction

Mission Hospital used a total of five pallets (130 cases per pallet) of Spray-Lock product.  
Had they gone the traditional trowel-applied route, they would have used 20 pallets of 48 pails. 
That is a significant savings!

Traditional trowel-applied adhesive

6,913,850 lb of 
trowel adhesive

149 truckloads  
of glue off highway

229.71 tons  
of greenhouse gases

CO2eGLUE

333,198 gallons  
of water

WATERSHIPPING

48,129 lb of 
trowel adhesive

2.5 tons  
of greenhouse gases

2,167 gallons  
of water

CO2eGLUE WATER
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All Spray-Lock adhesives contribute to LEED® v4 
Indoor Environmental Quality – Low-Emitting Mate-
rials credit and are compliant in accordance with  
California Department of Public Health CDPH/EHLB 
Standard Method v1.1-2010 for school classrooms, 
private offices and single-family residence parame-
ters when modeled as flooring. 

Our adhesives also conform to the South Coast 
Air Quality Management District’s SCAQMD Rule 
1168 – Adhesives and Sealants (January 2005), as 
well as the Hong Kong Air Pollution Control (VOC) 
Regulation.

•	 New Construction
•	 Commercial Interiors
•	 Schools
•	 Retail
•	 Healthcare
•	 Hospitality
•	 Data Centers
•	 Warehouses 
•	 Distribution Centers

•	 Standard Warranty: 
98% RH, 8 lbs MVER, 11 pH

•	 Platinum Warranty: 
99% RH, 10 lbs MVER, 12 pH

Spray-Lock technology offers 80% conservation 
of adhesive consumption and promotes healthy 
indoor air quality

We contribute to this 
credit for the following 
construction projects:

CDPH STANDARD METHOD V1.1-2010 COMPLIANT

leed® 

warranties
Your project is protected with a Spray-Lock warranty which covers over 600 flooring 
products, including labor, for a minimum of 5 years.
All warranties listed are effective only in the contiguous United States, Alaska & Hawaii.

Products bearing the FloorScore® 
logo meet the indoor air quality 
emissions criteria of LEED®, CHPS, 
the Green Guide for Healthcare, 
and are recognized by a long list 
of healthy building programs.

Products bearing the CRITM 
Green Label Plus® logo are 
tested and found to have 
very low emissions of Volatile 
Organic Compounds (VOCs), 
setting a higher standard for 
indoor air quality.

All Spray-Lock products 
exceed US EPA Indoor 
Air Quality Standards for 
VOCs by having 0.0 g/mL 
VOCs, according to EPA 
Test Method 8260B. C
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A system warranty with Spray-Lock 
Premium Eco Adhesives and  
Spray-Lock Concrete Protection (SCP)

Contact your 
local Spray-Lock 
rep to find out 
more about 
this system 
warranty!

TM
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